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The early growth of several-km sized bodies produced by the 
gravitational instability mechanism (1) through mutual direct 
collisions have been studied numerically by several authors (2,3). 
However, whether or not such bodies can grow through their mutual 
collisions is still an open question ( 4 ) ,  although Greenberg et al. 
(2) reported that collisions beginning with 1-km sized bodies 
rapidly produce a substantial number of ~ 5 0 0  km-sized bodies 
without ad hoc sticking mechanism. Therefore it is an important 
problem to clarify the conditions required for the early growth 
of the several-km sized bodies (hereafter called planetesimals) 
through their mutual collisions. Here we report on a numerical 
simulation of collisional evolution of planetesimals, using a 
Monte Carlo technique developed by the author (3). 

The magnitude of the random motions and mechanical properties 
of planetesimals are main factors which affect the collisional 
evolution of planetesimals. According to the recent theoretical 
work on the statistical behavior of plan tesimals, the eccentric- 
ities and inclinations are typically lo-? in the order of magnitude 
when both diffusive effect of gravitational scattering due to 
mutual encounters and damping effect due to gas drag force are 
balanced (5). This means the initial random velocities of 
planetesimals to be about times the Kepler orbital veloc*ky. 
It corresponds to about 6 times the escape velocity of the 10 g 
planetesimal, $6 Ve at the present earth orbital distance. On 
the other hand, low-velocity impact phenomena and mechanical 
properties of the planetesimals produced by the gravitational 
instability mechanism are not well clarified. However, existence 
of the group IV B iron meteorite which is considered to be mainly 
composed of the Fe-Ni alloy condensed directly from the solar 
nebula gas (6) suggests that there might exist planetesimals with 
various mechanical properties. Based on these results, f llowing 
conditions are assumed : mass of the initial bodies, 1018; total 
number of the initial bodies, lolo ; space number d nsity, 
$1. 2 x ; initial mean random velocity, 3 x 10' ; mean free 
path, $1.5 x 1015 ; mean collisi.on interval ( r mean free path / 
mean rand m velocity), ~ 0 . 5  x 1012 ; mean orbital distance, 

1s 1.5 x 10 ; all units are CGS. Mechanical properties of 
planetesimals used in the simulation are tabulated in Table 1. 
Considered collision types are (i) pure rebound, (ii) rebound 
with fragmentary chips, (iii) catastrophic disintegration of 
smaller body and cratering of larger body, (iv) catastrophic 
disintegration of both bodies, and (v) accretion (either coagula- 
tion of both bodies or mass gain of larger body). Accretion is 
assumed to occur when the separation velocity or the ejected 
velocities of debris are smaller than the mutual escape velocity. 
Random velocity distribution is assumed to be given by the Gaussian 
distribution (dispersion = mean random velocity) . Mean random 
velocity is assumed to vzry with time, so as to be proportional 
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- 
to the square root of the mean mass of planetesimals, m 

[ I m n (m) dm / n (m) dm , where n(m) is the incremental 
Mc 0 

number within the mass range from m to m + dm]. 

To represent a condition required for the early growth of 
planetesimals in Fig. 1 are shown the temporal variation of the 
mean mass of planetesimals. Mechanical properties of planetesi- 
mals are selected to approximate an iron meteorite-like material, 
a basaltic material and a weak material, respectively (see Table 
1). Time and mass are normalized by the mean collision interval 
($3 x lo4 years) of the iron model (planetesimals have iron 
meteorite-like mechanical properties) and the initial mean mass - 
( 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ) .  As is clearly seen in the figure, rapid decrease in m 
occurs except for the iron model. It means that fragmentation 
is more frequent than accretion in the basalt and weak models. 
However a small number of planetesimals can gain the mass even 
for the weak model. Size of the largest planetesimals for the 
iron model becomes twice as large as that of the initial one 
during the mean collision interval. This growth rate is small, 
since pure rebound occurs more frequently (about 3 times) than 
accretion. Rapid growth of planetesimals as was pointed out by 
Greenberg et al. (2) takes place only when either adopted mechan- 
ical properties are suitable for accretion (4) or initial mean 
random velocity is smaller than 2 Ve (3). It may be thus an 
inevitable conclusion that existence of iron meteorite-like 
planetesimals is at least a necessary condition for the early 
growth of planetesimals if random velocities are typically Q J ~  Ve 
in the order of magnitude as derived by Nakagawa (5). This leads 
us to the hypothesis that planetesimals accrete inhomogeneously 
due to the difference in mechanical strength ; iron being the 
first and silicate the second (3,7). It also explains why minor 
planets are minor (7). 
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Table 1. --- Mechanical P r o p e r t i s f  Planetesimals 

( A l l  un i t s  a re  CGS ) 

Weak Basa l t ic  Iron meteorite 
material  material  - l ike material  

Coef f .  of r e s t i t u t i o n  
fo r  e l a s t i c  rebound, kl 0.1 0.86 

Coeff. of r e s t i t u t i o n  
f o r  rebound with 
c ra te r ing ,  k2 

Density, p 1.5 3 8 

Min. sha t t e r ing  energy, 
E lo4  lo7  lo9  

Max. vel .  f o r  e l a s t i c  
rebound, Vb 

Min. vel. required fo r  
small body sha t te red ,  Vc 

316 6320 50000 

Min. e j ec t a  vel .  f o r  
c ra te r ing ,  Vf 

Mass excavated coeff.  , 
10 
- 8 

K 

Coeff. of min. e j ec t a  
vel .  f o r  sha t te r ing ,  F 0.5 

. v 
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Fig. 1. Temporal var ia t ion  of the mean mass of planetesimals 
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